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1. INTRODUCTION 

It, has always been an objective of the relativity gyroscope experiment that 
the gyroscope should be a near perfect uniform solid sphere. It should 
be featureless and balanced. Under these conditions, it appears that the 
number of methods to determine the direction of spin of the gyroscope is 
limited. The conventional approaches used for free precession gyroscopes 
employ either unequal moments of inertia in the gyroscope, patterning on 
the surface, or a flat area on a pole of the gyroscope that is tracked by opti- 
cal means. Objections to these approaches are based on both unacceptable 
drift and inadequate sensitivity. 

The relativistic precessions of the gyroscope are small, 6.6 and 0.042 sec- 
onds of arc respectively for the geodetic and motional precessions. TO 
make a meaningful measurement of the motional effect requires that. the 
drift and other errors in the gyroscope be much smaller. Gyroscope errors 
below 0.001 seconds of arc are reasonable both in terms of the scientific 
value of the measurement and from the practical point of what we believe 
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can be achieved. This goal cannot be reached without an unrelenting search 
for, and understanding of the sources of, Newtonian torques on the gyro- 
scope. It was in the course of calculating the torque from the magnetic 
moment of the superconducting niobium coating on the gyroscope that 
C. W. F. Everitt hit upon the idea of using the magnetic moment as the 
basis of the angular readout of the gyroscope. This magnetic moment, the 
London moment [l], appears along the axis of rotation in any spinning 
superconducting object. The corresponding magnetic field BL inside the 
superconductor is given by 

where m and e are the mass and charge respectively of the electron, and 
fi. the rotation rate of the gyroscope in hertz. Interactions of the London 
moment with magnetic fields or magnetic or diamagnetic materials can 
lead to torques on the gyroscope. With proper design of inagrietic shielding 
around the gyroscope, such torques can be made insignificant while leaving 
the London moment as a measureable indicator of gyroscope angle. 

In simplest concept, the London moment readout [2] consists of a magne- 
tometer capable of determining the direction of the magnetic moment. In 
practice, conventional rriagrietometers have inadeqiiatc sensitivity to per- 
form the function. However, a combination of the .Josephson effect based 
SQUID magnetometer [3], siipercontliicting signal pickup loops, arid an ex- 
periment geometry that requires a relatively l imitd angiilar readout range 
provides a gyroscope readout system having the sensitivity to rcacli the 
desired experiment accuracy of 0.001 seconds of arc: iii  its one-year lifetime. 

2. THE LONDON MOMENT READOUT 

Thc London moment, rcwloiit, is shown schttinittically i i i  figiirc 1. The SU- 

perconchictirig readout loop lies in ii pla~ie c:ont,iiiiiing t.ho roll  axis of the 
satcllite. The roll axis is c:liosc!ii to point. i n  the tlirt ioii o f  t l i c  giiitle star 
Rigel, selected according to specific criteria, wl i id i  scrvcs as t , l io  inertial ref- 
erence against which to moasiiro tho iiiotioii o f  tlic gyrosc:oIw. The itpyarent 
position of the guidc star is tlept!ntlcnt upon st,trlliir iil)(!rration, relativis- 
tic bending of starlight near the sun, stc!llar pariillikx, arid proper motion, 
but,, with the exception of the Inst, thcsc are either directly calculable or 
deducible from the data i ts desirable riiensiireiiients. Proper motion must 
be obtained by indepcntlcrit tlieiillS arid at present amounts to an orror of 
approximately 0.002 sttc:oritls o f  ilrc [4]. Thc gyrosc:opc spiii axis will ini- 
tially be aligned to within 10 scconds of arc of the noniinal line of sight to 
Rigel, anti the maximum dqmrtiire from the! riotriid position, primarily 
from stellar aberration, will I)(! under 50 sec:oritls of arc. R.elativity data 
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FIGURE 1. Basic configuration of the Londorr moment rcadout. 

are obtained from the difference betweeii the line of sight to Rigel and the 
gyroscope spin axis as measured by the gyroscope readout system. 

Conservation of magnetic flux in a closed supercoIiducting path requires 
that the flux in the superconducting circuit consisting of the pickup loop 
and the SQUID magnetometer input coil remain a constant, independent 
of the amount of magnetic flux threading the pickup loop from tlie London 
moment of the gyroscope. Flux conservation is maintained in the presence 
of an applied field by a flux of the opposite sense generated by a shielding 
current in the readout circuit. If it is assumed that the gyroscope initially 
lies in the plane of the pickup loop and that there is no trapped flux in the 
readout circuit, then the current I, that flows in the readout circuit owing 
to a deflection 0 of the gyroscope spin axis is 

4 
Ltot  

I, = - sine , 

where 
N 

a 

and where ro is the radius of the gyroscope, rl, are the radii of each of 
the pickup loop turns, Ltot is the total inductance of the readout circuit, 
and N is the number of turns on the pickup loop. The ratio of radii is a 
geometric factor that comes about because the pickup loop is necessarily 
larger than the rotor radius and does not intercept all of the flux originating 
in the rotor. For the small angles under consideration, it is sufficient to 
replace sin8 by 8. Although equation (2) contains the scaling of I to 8, 
in practice a direct calibration of the SQUID output to 8 can be more 
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accurately obtained from both daily and annual stellar aberrations of 5 to 
20 seconds of arc respectively. The presumed constancy of the magnetic 
signal from an almost inevitable small amount of trapped flux spinning 
with the gyroscope can be used to provide short-term gain calibrations [5]. 

In its earliest concept, the London moment readout was to have a single- 
turn pickup loop. It was held that while the flux increased as N and the 
inductance as N 2 ,  the coil energy, which is proportional to @ 2 / L ,  did not 
depend upon N .  In practical terms, however, the increase in inductance is 
useful. A single-turn pickup loop has - 0.2 pH inductance, while typical 
SQUID’S under consideration have - 2 pH. The multi-turn pickup loop 
provides efficient energy transfer .to the SQUID without the signal losses 
associated with a matching transformer. Further, by the proper spacing of 
turns, one can actually achieve a sensitivity increase. Spacing the turns a 
modest 0.02 TO significantly decreases the mutual inductance between turns 
so that for a small number of turns the inductance increases more slowly 
than N 2  without any significant loss of intercepted flux. Less of the field 
energy in the effective volume enclosed by the pickup loop is lost to energy 
stored in the mutual inductance between turns. 

It is useful to have a perspective on the relevant numbers. The ratio of 
the maximum angle to be sensed to the system resolution is 

dynamic range = 100”/0.001” 

= 105 . 
This is not an extraordinarily high level of precision although it does require 
considerable care. Had the experiment geometry not been arranged to give 
readout angles close to null, the dynamic range would have heen - 2 x lo8. 
However, in terms of sensitivity, the actual magnetic ficld corresponding 
to 0.001 seconds of arc is extremely srnall. The full London momont a t  a 
gyroscope rotation ratc of 170 Hz is 1.2 x gauss. To sense tho field 
change for a gyroscope precession of 0.001 seconds of arc requires a field 
sensitivity of 7 x gauss! 

If a wide dynamic range wore needed, then the quantization of magnetic 
flux could be applied to the readout to extend its range of precision [6]. 
Flux quantization is central to the operation of the SQUID sensor. I n  the 
absence of linearizing feedback from the SQUID electronics, the SQUID 
output would be periodic with each quantum of flux generated within the 
SQUID by the input current. By operating the SQUID arid electronics in 
a linear mode hut resetting the electronics to zero each time the SQUID 
contains one full flux quantum, the readout current can be measured in 
precise, countable units and fractions thereof over an extended range. The 
stability is determined by the mechanical and electrical stability of the 
SQUID at  liquid helium temperatures, which are excellent. The scaling of 

‘ 



3. SENSITIVITY 

To do a tneatiitigful iri(iiLsiir(!iii(~tit of  it qiiitiitity iiiiplics tl ic al)ilit.y to  ot)taiii 
a statistically valid i iunibcr  011 it tiiric st:itl(! i i o  loliger t l i i t t i  tlic: dIowal)Ie 
duration of the rn(!asuretneiit bilsotl upon o t h  factors. Tlictsc factors may 
be either technical or practical, sucli as tlic lifetitne of  a transient weiil likc 
a supernova or tlie lifetime of  the experinientc!r. In thc case of the gyroscopct 
experiment, the lifetime is set by thc lioltltinic for tlie liquid heliuni in  the 
dewar, which is a miniinurn of oiie yoar. It is a design objective that 
data and noise accurriulated from one year o f  operation give a sensitivity 
of 0.001 seconds of arc. The dominant source of noise is that from the 
gyroscope readout system, but, as will he shown below, it is sufficiently 
low to reach the experiment objectives. 

If the satellite is in a nonregressing orbit, the relativistic gyroscope pre- 
cession signal is a slowly building ramp. Spacecraft roll was initially intro- 
duced to reduce torques on the gyroscope, but serves also to sinusoidally 
modulate the relativity signal. This shifts the spectral content of the rel- 
ativity signal from frequencies 011 the order of once per year to once per 
satellite revolution, which currently is 10 minutes. The importance of this 
can be seen from the SQUID noise curves shown in figure 2 [7,8,9,10]. 
SQUID’S, like all electronic measuring instruments, have what is known as 
l / f  noise. The noise power rises inversely with frequency below some corner 
frequency. The benefit of shifting the readout signal frequency spectrum to 
higher frequencies is that the SQUID noise is lower. The corner frequency 
in many SQUID systems is on the order of 1 hertz. It would be desirable to 
modulate the relativity signal at greater than 1 hertz, but practical satellite 
balance and control authority limitations preclude roll frequencies greater 
than about 0.017 Hz (10 minute roll period). 

On any signal measured, the amount of noise associated with the mea- 
surement increases with the bandwidth of the measuring instrument. ’ For 
“white noise,” in which the noise power per unit bandwidth is constant, the 
amplitude of the noise increases as the square root of the bandwidth of the 
measurement. For other noise distributions, one must integrate the noise 
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FIGURE 2. Simplified power spectra for several SQUID’S. With the exception of A, 
these are dc SQUID’S. The sources of the data for curves A through D are, respectively, 
references [7] through [lo]. The simplification that h a s  berm used is thc: elimination of 
the statistical roughness of the data by the approximate fitting of a rnotlcl consisting of 
a l / f  section and a white noise scction. 

density over the rrieasurenieiit bandwidth. The usual strategy for making a 
measurernent minimally corrupted by noise is to reduce the nieasiirement 
bandwidth. For dc rneasuremcnts, this is iisually accornplished by putting 
the signal through a low-pass filter. I n  a siinple rnensiirement siich as check- 
ing the voltage of a bat,tery, there is itti implied low frequency limit to the 
measure1rit:nt which is on the order of the reciprocal of the time duration 
of the measurement. If one rrieasiircs thc battmy voltage for 1 second, the 
data contain little informatioil on how the battery voltatgc! varies over a 
1000 second period. It makes little sense to filter a 1 sccolitl nicmriretnent 
through a 0.001 Hx filter; the niea.si1renietit itself becornes jiist high fre- 
quency noiso that is reniovctl hy the filter. Thus all measurements are in 
fact made through a bandpass filter. The least, noise corruption of the niea- 
surement conies from the rninirniini bandpass that can be iiscd consistent 
with the frequency contcnt. of thc signal. 

Direct current niea.surem(mts a d  ~ o ~ n e  very low frequency rricnsiirenients 
are affairs of the miiitl. B(x:ausc o f  tlie very long tiriio scalcis iiivolved, 
one is often inclined to thirik of them differently from events occurring at 
freqncncics of approximately 1 I lx  or above. They arc not, different. In the 
case of the gykoscope experinlent, thci roll frequency of the satellite, and 
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E 
e 71 

B = -  , 

where e, is the energy noise density a t  the frequency of iiiterest. 
In figure 3 is shown a realization of the readout circuit with typical circuit 

values. The addition of the filter resistor is of practical rather than funda- 
mental importance. It is needed to  remove high frequency magnetic noise 
which otherwise would impair the operation of the SQUID system. Sig- 
nals for which the inductive reactance of the readout circuit is greater than 
the resistance of the filter resistor are shunted by the resistor. The source 
of the noise is suspension system currents a t  20 kHz, 1 MHz, and their 
harmonics in and around the gyroscope. Laboratory versions of the read- 
out have used a transformer and “damping cylinder” to inductively couple 
the pickup loop to the SQUID. The damping cylinder is a resistive cylin- 
der interposed between the two windings of the transformer. The induced 
currents flowing in the cylinder a t  high frequencies shield the transformer 
winding attached to  the SQUID, but at low frequencies they are damped 
by the resistance of the cylinder, which allows the dc and low frequency 
signals to pass. Improvernents to the suspension electronics will eliminate 
the need for this relatively inefficient filtering method. 
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FIGURE 3. Typical circuit values for a practical implementation of the  London moment 
readout. 

Using the values given in figure 3 and equations (1) through (4) ,  the 
energy in the SQUID input coil for a gyroscope angle of 0.001 seconds of 
arc is 2.5 x J .  From curve A of figure 2, the SQUID energy noise 
density a t  0.0017 Hz is 1.6 x .J/Hz; since the bandwidth will be 
small, this can be treated as a constant over the bandwidth of interest. 
The required bandwidth is 1.6 x Hz. The reciprocal of B gives the 
observation time. In fact, since we presume to know the phase of the 
relativity signal (the satellite roll phase), the noise in the out-of-phase 
component can be rejected so that the observation time is reduced by one- 
half. The approximate observation time is thus 89 hoiirs. 

The choice of (:urv(? A of figure 2 for the noise data as a baseline is 
guided by the considerable opcrational experience that lilts accumulated 
for that SQUID. One prefers to c:hoose rnaturc coniponents for it space 
mission where possible. However, the quality of the cxI)crilnclit, system 
performance, and perhaps experiinent content arc enhaiic:ctI by having a 
SQUID sensor of considerably lower noisc?. As shown i n  figure 2, lower noise 
SQUID'S are available. With the best of these in the l / f  noise region, the 
IBM SQUID (curve D of figurc 2) ,  t h :  ot)servation tirile t.o reac:h O.OO1 sec- 
onds of arc is 12 seconds! At present, most of tlm ativancetl SQUID's are 
either more complex tm operatc, suitable only for spccializetf applications, 
or not generally available, but we anticipak the eventual incorporation of 
advanced SQUID technology into the gyroscope readout. 

That one can actually melasure such a small signal is shown in figure 4 
[11,12]. The prornincnt peak is the simulation of a gyroscope signal ob- 
tained by producing in  a SQUID the same magnetic flux as would be pro- 
duced by the current i n  a single-turn re;rtiout loop for a 0.020 seconds of 
arc gyroscope angle and a satellite roll rate of 0.01 7 Hz (1 minute period). 
The amplitude of the noise a t  frequencies away from tllc roll frequency is' - 0.0007 seconds o f  arc rms. Data were taken for 140 hours arid aIlalyzed 
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FIGURE 4. Noise spectrum of the SQUID ou tpu t  for a signal input c:orresponding to 
tha t  from the readout loop for a 0.020 secontls of a rc  simulated gyroscope sigiial. The 
amplitude of the noise, 0.0007 scconds of arc  r i m ,  a t  frequencies away front t ha t  of the  
signal, is a measure of the  sensitivity a t  t he  signal frcqucncy. 

to recover t,he signal. The noise level and observation time are in agreement 
with equation (5) and the observed noise spectrum of the SQUID used in 
this test. 

Other methods have been suggested to improve the sensitivity of a mag- 
netic gyroscope readout. Everitt has examined the use of a spinning fer- 
romagnetic material [13], which produces a magnetic moment known as 
the Barnett moment. Although the field could be relatively large, the 
presence of the ferromagnetic material in the pickup loop would act to 
attract stray magnetic fields into the loop, thereby degrading the signal- 
to-noise ratio. The London moment, while small, is generated in a dia- 
magnetic material which provides shielding cf the pickup loop. Hendricks 
has considered a low-inductance pickup loop consisting of a relatively wide 
band close to the gyro rotor that includes the SQUID [14]. There are 
technical problems in integrating the SQUID with the gyro, and possi- 
bly in null stability. One approach that appears promising is the use of 
trapped flux in the gyro rotor. In such a case, the flux is now locked to 
the rotor surface rather than to the spin axis, so the operation is some- 
what different from that of the London moment readout. The primary 
advantage is that by choosing to observe the rotating component of the 
trapped field, the readout can take advantage of the much lower SQUID 
noise a t  the gyroscope rotation speed of 170 Hz instead of the SQUID 
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noise a t  the satellite rotation speed of 0.0017 Hz. Perhaps a larger field 
could be used than that provided by the London moment, but other con- 
siderations may limit its size. Assuming the use of one of the advanced 
SQUID’S, observation times of minutes instead of tens of hours would be 
needed to reach 0.001 seconds of arc. At the present level of understand- 
ing, the ac trapped flux readout requires complex signal processing. How- 
ever, the possibility of an exceptional improvement in sensitivity demands 
that it be studied further. Some operational experience will be gained 
through its use in the gimbaled gyroscope test apparatus now being built. 

4. TORQUES INDUCED ON THE GYROSCOPE 
BY THE READOUT 

A measurement, whether quaiitiim limited or iriacroscopk, alters the state 
of the system being measured. In the former the Heisenberg uncertainty 
principle offers a guide to the ultimate accuracy of the rncasurement, while 
in the latter such pedestrian effects as the current drawn t)y a voltmeter will 
influence the measurement. In the case of the gyroscope, the perturbation 
of interest is the torque the readout causes. The soiirce of the torque 
is the interaction between the London monient of the gyroscope arid the 
magnetic moment, of the readout loop from any current flowing in it. Givcn 
a maximum drift rate of 0.001 seconds of arc/year, the iiiaxiiniini torquc 
from all sources must be less than I‘,,, = 1.5 x IO-’* N 111. For purposes 
of illristration, we will allocate all of this to the readout. TIN? torque TI 0 1 1  

the gyroscope from a currtxit, in  the readout loop is giveti by 

N 

If Zl is an ac currcnt, proper itt,tctition rniist, bc paid to tl ic phttsc. Since 
the satellite is rolling, it trapIm1 ciirrerit i n  thci readoiit loop produces an 
alternating torque on thc gyroscope, and no net tlrift. Tho rcatloiit ciirrtint, 
itstdf does, however, protliicc: a drift,. Wliilc t h  ctirrcnt, through the SQIJID 
alternates polarity its the satellite rolls, tlit: rnagnctic; ficltl generated t)y 
the current is always i n  opposition to that of thc gyroscope. For gyroscope 
angles of less than 1600 seconds of arc, the torque produced by thc rcatloritt 
current will be less than r,,,,, a factor of 32 graatrr than thc angiilar 
range required by thci cxperimtmt. As shown in figure 3, the reatlout will 
use current feedback to the readout input circuit, retlucing the readout, 
circuit, crrrrerit, arid therchy rtitliicing the torque on the. gyroscopci from this 
source by the loop gain of the feedt)ack system. It can be shown that 
the readout reaction torqiie is t,he angiiliir tlerivat3ivc of thc rnrrgy i n  thr 
readout circuit. Thcrcdbre any nicthod of inc:re;tsing readout sensitivity 

. 
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If the trapped field in the rotor differs significantly from that of a dipole, the 
additional harmonic content of the trapped flux signal increases the drift 
by an amount that is found by summing the contributions froin each of the 
harmonics. For readout loop configurations under consideration, trapped 
fields N 50 times the London moment field would cause unacceptable drift, 
but this is many orders of magnitude larger than any that could be tolerated 
on other grounds. Current feedback reduces the drift by the square of the 
feedback gain, so that this source of torque is also negligible. 

In practice, none of the sources of torque from the readout appear to 
present any difficulty. 
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